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Executive Summary
Government Code section 68526 requires the Judicial Council to conduct an analysis of the cost
incurred by trial courts related to the default prove up process and report on the different
methods trial courts use in processing filings related to the default prove up process, as well as
the revenue generated by these filings. The Administrative Office of the Courts recommends that
the Judicial Council approve this report and direct that it be transmitted to the Legislature.
Recommendation
The Administrative Office of the Courts (AOC) recommends that the Judicial Council:
1. Approve the report, Judicial Council Report to the Legislature: Default Prove Up in
Collections Cases Under Government Code Section 68526, and
2. Direct the AOC to transmit the report to the Legislature.

Previous Council Action
There is no directly relevant previous council action.
Rationale for Recommendation
This report is based on input from 47 courts responding to a statewide survey and includes
information made available to the Collections Cases Working Group of the Civil and Small
Claims Advisory Committee.
The submission of this report to the Legislature is required under Government Code section
68526, which provides that the council “shall conduct an analysis of the cost incurred by trial
courts related to the default prove up process and report on the different methods trial courts use
in processing filings related to the default prove up process, as well as the revenue generated by
these filings. The Judicial Council shall also compare the processes used by trial courts in filings
related to the default prove up process to best practices used in other states, including, but not
limited to, the use of electronic filing.” (Gov. Code, § 68526(a).) The Judicial Council must
provide its report to the Assembly Committee on Budget, the Senate Committee on Budget and
Fiscal Review, and the Legislative Analyst’s Office by September 30, 2013. (Gov. Code, §
68526(c).)
Comments, Alternatives Considered, and Policy Implications
This report did not circulate for comment. Because it is required by statute, there were no
alternatives considered.
Implementation Requirements, Costs, and Operational Impacts
There are no immediate implementation requirements, costs, or operational impacts. Under
Government Code section 68526(b), however, “The Legislative Analyst’s Office shall review the
Judicial Council report, consult with stakeholders, consider the best practices of other states, and
make any recommendations to increase efficiency, streamline the processes and turnaround times
for filing documents related to the default prove up process, and assess whether any changes
should be made to the fee structure for filings related to the process. In conducting its analysis,
the Legislative Analyst’s Office shall consider, among other factors it deems relevant, whether
electronic filing could be implemented as a tool to improve the efficiency and turnaround times
of the default prove up process.”
Any recommendations by the Legislative Analyst’s Office could have implementation
requirements, costs, or operational impacts.
Attachments
1. Default Prove Up Process in Collections Cases: Judicial Council Report to the Legislature
Under Government Code Section 68526
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If you have any questions related to this report, please contact Susan McMullan, Senior
Attorney, AOC Legal Services Office, at 415-865-7990, or susan.mcmullan@jud.ca.gov.
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Statutory citation: Government Code Code section 68526
Date of report: August 2013

The Judicial Council has submitted a report to the Legislature in accordance with Government
Code section 68526.
The following summary of the report is provided under the requirements of Government Code
section 9795.
From June 25 through July 12, 2013, the AOC surveyed all 58 superior courts on topics designed
to elicit information required by Government Code section 68526. Responses were submitted by
47 courts (81%). 1
Courts were fairly consistent in their responses to the questions that asked how they process a
request for entry of default and a request for default judgment under Code of Civil Procedure
section 585. Courts were asked about their use of checklists to ensure proper steps are followed
and that default requests are processed uniformly and efficiently. Staff obtained copies of
checklists, which are attached to the report.
Courts provided information on the numbers of staff and judicial officers involved in processing
collections cases, and the percentage of time these staff spent on the default prove up process.
Taking the numbers, the percentage of time spent on default cases, and the statewide average
salaries and benefits for those classifications, as well as a statewide average cost of operating
1

Information addressing the cost incurred by trial courts related to the default prove up process and the revenue
generated by filings [of collections cases], was based on responses from 39 courts. Those courts responded by July
10, 2013 (two days after the requested response date). Because of the time needed to analyze data related to those
two questions, it was not possible to include data in the sections on “Costs Incurred by Trial Courts Related to
Default Prove Up” and “Revenue Generated by Filings” that were submitted by the 8 courts that responded later.

expenses and equipment (OE&E), and extrapolating statewide, it can be estimated that statewide
trial court costs for processing default collections cases is $15.675 million.
In terms of the revenue, the report finds that courts receive no revenue from filings related
directly to the default prove up process. However, an estimated $35–$40 million was received
from filings related to default collections cases in fiscal year 2011–2012, the last year for which
complete filings data were available at the time of the writing of this report.
Concerning electronic filing of requests for entry of default and default judgments, five courts
responded that they offer e-filing in these circumstances. Of those that offer e-filing, the
percentage of cases filed electronically ranged from zero to 20 percent in four courts, to more
than 50 percent in the Superior Court of Orange County.
The full report can be accessed here: http://www.courts.ca.gov/18654.htm. A printed copy of the
report may be obtained by calling 415-865-7446.
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Government Code section 68526 provides that the council “shall conduct an analysis of the cost
incurred by trial courts related to the default prove up process and report on the different
methods trial courts use in processing filings related to the default prove up process, as well as
the revenue generated by these filings. The Judicial Council shall also compare the processes
used by trial courts in filings related to the default prove up process to best practices used in
other states, including, but not limited to, the use of electronic filing.” (Gov. Code, § 68526(a).)]
I.

Background

In 2010, the California Association of Collectors, a statewide association representing debt
collection businesses, sponsored budget trailer bill language that required the Judicial Council to
conduct the study on the default prove up process that is the subject of this report. (Sen. Bill 857;
Stats. 2010, ch. 720, § 14; codified at Gov. Code, § 68526.) Pursuant to this legislation, the
Judicial Council would have been required to report to the budget committees of the Legislature
and the Legislative Analyst’s Office on the results of the study by September 30, 2011. In 2011,
with the support of the California Association of Collectors, the Judicial Council sought
legislation that would extend the study deadline for two years while it pursued collaborative
efforts to improve the courts’ handling of collections cases through its Collections Cases
Working Group, which is described below. The Legislature agreed to this extension, which was
included in the 2011 budget trailer bill for the courts. (Assem. Bill 110; Stats. 2011, ch. 193, §
1).
II.

Collaborative Efforts to Improve Collection Case Procedures

The Collections Cases Working Group of the Judicial Council’s Civil and Small Claims
Advisory Committee (CSCAC) was created in April 2011 to address various procedural issues
involving lawsuits to collect consumer debt. In addition to members of the CSCAC, members of
the working group include representatives from the collections bar and consumer groups and a
former CSCAC member, Judge Robert Freedman of the Superior Court of Alameda County, who
serves as chair. The charge of the working group is to “[i]dentify issues and make
recommendations to the Judicial Council’s Civil and Small Claims Advisory Committee on
possible changes to increase the efficient handling of collections cases in superior court,
consistent with the legal rights and obligations of the parties.”
In various meetings since its formation, the working group has considered and provided input on
legislation relating to the collection of consumer debt. 1 The working group also considered

1

The working group provided technical assistance on legislation originally introduced in the 2011–2012 Legislative
Session (SB 890 [Leno]) and then reintroduced and ultimately enacted in 2013 (SB 233 [Leno]; Stats. 2013, ch. 64)
that imposes various requirements on practices that may be used to collect on purchased consumer debt. The
working group also provided technical assistance and is continuing to provide input on the currently pending SB 702
(Anderson), legislation sponsored by the California Association of Collectors that seeks to codify the elements
required to be provided to the court in support of a default judgment in collections cases. In addition, the working
group provided technical assistance on legislation introduced in 2013 (AB 1167 [Dickinson]) that seeks to clarify
and enhance the use of electronic writs in the enforcement of judgments. Following the recommendations of the

possible rule amendments that would affect collections cases. At the suggestion of a member, the
CSCAC developed, and the Judicial Council adopted, a rule amendment to provide that on the
filing of a notice of conditional settlement, the court must vacate all hearings and other
proceedings requiring the appearance of a party and not set any such proceeding until at least 45
days after the dismissal date specified in the notice of conditional settlement, and to refer
specifically to “payment in installment payments” to clarify that the rule applies in such
circumstances. (See Cal. Rules of Court, rule 3.1385(c).)
In addition, the working group provided valuable input on a script for a video produced by the
Administrative Office of the Courts to help self-represented litigants resolve debt claims. The
working group has, in several meetings, discussed ways to standardize how courts handle
requests for default judgments, efficient and fair case management in collections cases, and
technology solutions, including permitting telephonic testimony. Most recently, working group
members received information on collections hubs—courtrooms dedicated to collections cases—
in the Superior Court of Los Angeles County.
III.

Survey

From June 25 through July 12, 2013, the AOC surveyed all 58 superior courts, using an online
survey, on topics designed to elicit information required by Government Code section 68526. A
copy of the survey is attached. The survey was divided into three sections to help courts identify
the appropriate person to respond to each question. The first section addressed procedures for
processing collections cases and was directed to a person knowledgeable about civil division
operations and staff. The second section included questions about legal staff time and judicial
officer time spent processing collections cases. The third section addressed filings and
dispositions of collections cases, including the percent disposed of through a default judgment,
and was directed to a person knowledgeable about court case statistics. Complete or partial
responses were submitted by 47 courts (81%). 2
IV.

Methods Used by Trial Courts in Processing Requests for Default

Courts were fairly consistent in their responses to the questions that asked how they process a
request for entry of default and a request for default judgment under Code of Civil Procedure
section 585. The question about processing a request for entry of default asked the following:
Describe how a request for entry of default under Code of Civil Procedure section
585 in a collections case is processed by your court. [Question 2.]

working group and other advisory bodies, the Judicial Council adopted support positions on both SB 233 and AB
1167.
2

Information addressing the cost incurred by trial courts related to the default prove up process and the revenue
generated by filings of collections cases was based on responses from 39 courts. Those courts responded by July 10,
2013 (two days after the requested response date). Because of the time needed to analyze data related to those two
questions, it was not possible to include data in the sections on “Costs Incurred by Trial Courts Related to Default
Prove Up” and “Revenue Generated by Filings” that were submitted by the 8 courts that responded later.
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Most courts responded with a description of each step in the process. 3 Courts generally followed
a procedure that began with a court clerk reviewing the case history to see if all proofs of service
had been correctly served and filed, whether a responsive pleading had been filed by the party
against whom the default was requested, and whether the time to do so had passed. Once it was
determined that service was completed and there was no responsive pleading, the request for
entry of default was then reviewed for accuracy, completeness, and signature. If all criteria were
met, the entry of default and all supporting documents were processed and filed by the clerk. If
the entry of default could not be approved because not all of the above prerequisites were met,
the court clerk completed the request for entry of default indicating the reason it could not be
entered. In either case, the court retained the original papers and returned an endorsed copy.
After a default is entered, a judgment of default must be entered. Courts also provided consistent
descriptions of how a request for entry of default judgment is handled. The survey question read
as follows:
Describe how a request for default judgment under Code of Civil Procedure
section 585 in a collections case is processed by your court. [Question 3.]

A default judgment may be either a clerk’s judgment (Code Civ. Proc., § 585(a)) or a court
judgment (Code Civ. Proc., § 585(b)) and responding courts provided descriptions of both. A
clerk may enter judgment, if certain criteria are met, in the amount stated in the complaint. In
processing the request for entry of judgment, the clerk determines if default has been entered,
and whether the case should proceed by clerk’s judgment or by court judgment. Documents are
checked for completeness and accuracy: the amount of the judgment is compared to the prayer
for damages in the complaint or the statement of damages under Code of Civil Procedure section
425.11, interest computations are made, any costs or attorney fees are added, and the amount is
totaled. The clerk will file any declarations that support the default judgment, such as a
declaration for attorney fees, a declaration on contract for the amount at issue, and a declaration
on the promissory note. The clerk verifies that all Doe defendants, or any other parties against
whom judgment is not sought, have been dismissed. A deputy clerk will sign off and enter a
default clerk’s judgment.
A request for default judgment by the court is submitted to a judge for signature. The procedures
and rules are much the same as those for a clerk’s judgment; differences include that the plaintiff
may be asking for attorney fees not listed in a schedule of fees, there is no written agreement to
support the amount prayed for, or the contract has been lost. In these circumstances the attorney
will submit a declaration stating the reasons that support the judgment. A plaintiff or plaintiff’s
attorney may seek judgment on the declarations or through a scheduled default prove up hearing.
Members of the working group had heard anecdotally that sometimes a request for entry of
default is rejected for noncompliance with statutory requirements and sent back to the plaintiff
with a single reason stated for rejection, even in a case in which there are multiple reasons for
rejection. Upon correction of the deficiency and resubmission of the request for entry of default,
3

One court, the Superior Court of Mendocino County, responded that it follows procedures in the Court Clerk
Training Institute’s Training Manual.
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it may be rejected for another reason. This obviously delays the final entry of default and default
judgment. To assess this, the survey included the following question:
In determining whether there is reason to reject a request for entry of default and
default judgment, are all the documents submitted in support of default reviewed
to identify all reasons for rejection? [Question 4.]

All courts but one 4 responded that they do identify all reasons for rejection.
V.

Court Checklists

In discussing ways to improve the processing of requests for default in collections cases, the
working group noted that some courts have checklists or guidelines to be used by court staff in
processing requests for default. The working group obtained for its review checklists from
several courts. These checklists help to ensure proper steps are followed and that default requests
are processed uniformly and efficiently. In some courts, checklists or guidelines may be
available to attorneys or others seeking default judgments in collections cases. Courts were asked
about checklists in the following question:
Does your court have a checklist or guide to assist with the default process that is
used by either court staff or the public? [Question 5.]

Twenty-eight courts responded that they do have a checklist. AOC staff followed up with a
request for copies of checklists; checklists of the courts that provided them are attached. With the
receipt of checklists from courts for processing requests for entry of default, the working group
will continue to consider ways to standardize how courts handle requests for default judgments.
VI.

Length of Time in Processing Requests for Default

Working group members heard anecdotal reports of delays in the time it took to process a request
for entry of default. Not surprisingly, the delays got longer as court funding was cut and courts
were required to lay off employees or reduce working hours. The amount of time differed greatly
by court. To gather information beyond anecdotal reports and provide data relevant to this report,
courts were asked the following question:
What is the average time (in calendar days) from the filing of a request for entry of
default and default judgment until a default judgment is entered? [Question 8.]

The number of days ranged from 1 day to 296 days. (The Superior Court of San Mateo County
explained in its response, “This backlog is due to the state budget cuts and reductions in court
staff. San Mateo Court does not separate or differentiate the collection case defaults from other
case type defaults, so the 296 days represents our oldest default judgment.”) Twelve courts
responded that they process requests for entry of default and default judgment in 1, 2, or 3 days
4

The Superior Court of San Diego County responded that it does not identify all reasons for rejection. However,
when papers are rejected for noncompliance and returned to the plaintiff, a checklist of all possible reasons for
rejection is included so the plaintiff may review the papers and determine if other deficiencies should be corrected
before resubmitting the papers.
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and four courts responded that it took over 120 days (specifically 122, 180, 240, and 296 days).
If a request for entry of default and default judgment was rejected for noncompliance with
statutory and rule requirements, some courts reported taking a long time to notify the requesting
party of this fact. The amount of time was similar to the time it took to process a request,
although one court reported that it rejected requests much more quickly than it processed
requests. 5
VII.

Costs Incurred by Trial Courts Related to Default Prove Up

Government Code section 68526 includes a requirement that the council report on the costs
incurred by trial courts related to the default prove up process. Courts responded to a series of
questions intended to help reach this determination. Specifically, courts provided information on
the numbers of staff involved in processing collections cases and the percentage of time these
staff spent on the default prove up process. 6 By July 10, 2013, 30 courts provided information on
the numbers of clerk’s office staff, legal and paralegal staff, courtroom staff, and other nonjudicial staff involved in processing collections cases, as well as the relative percentage of their
time spent on the default prove up process. The same number of courts provided information on
the numbers of judges and subordinate judicial officers involved in processing collections cases
generally, and default collections cases more specifically.
Taking the numbers of staff, the percentage of time spent on default cases, and the statewide
average salaries and benefits for those classifications, as well as a statewide average cost of
operating expenses and equipment (OE&E), AOC staff estimated that these 30 courts spent $4.4
million on staff costs related to the default prove up process in fiscal year 2012–2013. The courts
responding to these questions represented 43 percent of the statewide caseload of collections
cases. Extrapolating these data results in an estimate of $10.22 million in statewide staff costs.
Adding in the time spent by judges and subordinate judicial officers, it can be estimated that
statewide, costs for judicial officers and staff for processing default collections cases is $15.675
million. This figure does not include an estimate of the cost of processing initial filings; it
consists only of the cost of processing requests for default and default judgments.
VIII.

Revenue Generated by Filings

Section 68526 also requests information on the revenue generated by filings related to the default
prove up process. Government Code section 70617(b)(8) prohibits courts from assessing a fee
for requests for entry of default or a default judgment. Thus, in response to section 68526, courts
receive no revenue from filings related to the default prove up process. It may be noted,
however, that an estimated $35–$40 million was received from initial filings related to default
collections cases in fiscal year 2011–2012, the last year for which complete filings data were

5

The Superior Court of San Joaquin County reported that it processes a request in 180 days and rejects a request for
noncompliance in 3 days.

6
Court data were not validated, and due to time constraints that prevented follow-up with the courts, AOC staff
occasionally were compelled to interpret an answer not provided in the anticipated format to ascertain what the court
intended.
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available at the time of the writing of this report. 7 The following assumptions guided staff in
reaching this estimate of revenues from initial filings:

IX.

•

The 32 courts providing data about the numbers of collections cases were representative,
allowing staff to extrapolate the following to all courts based on the information
provided:
o Collections cases are 49.17 percent of all limited civil cases.
o Of all collections cases, 51.76 percent proceed by default.

•

Collections cases divide up along the same percentages as other limited civil cases:
between paid filings for cases with up to $10,000 in controversy and paid filings with
$10,000–$25,000 in controversy (as this affects the amount of the filing fee that is paid,
and thus the revenue received by the court). 8
Use of Electronic Filing

Courts were asked about electronic filing in the following question:
Does your court offer electronic filing of a request for entry of default and a
default judgment? [Question 6.]

In response to the survey, 6 out of 47 courts reported that they currently offer electronic filing of
requests for entry of judgment and default judgments. 9
In most of these courts, the number of such filings appears to be small. Five out of the six courts
report that the percentage of requests filed electronically are between 0 and 20 per cent. Thus, it
is difficult to estimate the impact of electronic filing of requests for entry of default or default
judgments in these courts. However, in the Superior Court of Orange County, which instituted
mandatory electronic filing in civil cases at the beginning of 2013, there is more information.
In the Superior Court of Orange County, for the month of May 2013, the number of e-filed
unlimited civil cases is 27,167 (98.1% of all unlimited civil cases) and the number of e-filed
limited civil cases is 31,985 (92.26% of all limited civil cases). The court has also reported on
the average times from the filing of a request for entry of judgment and a default judgment until
a default judgment is entered: clerk’s defaults take an average of 5 calendar days; court defaults
with no hearing take an average of 10 days; and court defaults with a prove up hearing take an
average of 33 days. A comparison between these disposition times and those of courts using
paper filings is difficult because the disposition times at courts using paper filings vary so widely
among themselves. As indicated above, a few courts indicate that they are taking just 1-2 days to
7

These fees are distributed as set out in Government Code section 68085.1.

8

Data are maintained for the number of paid complaints filed, paid complaints in unlawful detainer cases filed, and
paid responses filed. For purposes of this calculation, the percentage of limited civil filings represented by nonunlawful detainer complaints was the point of comparison.

9

The courts are the Superior Courts of Alameda, Orange, San Bernardino, San Diego, San Francisco, and Siskiyou
Counties.
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enter judgments whereas four courts report taking as long as 122, 180, 240, and 296 days. In
general, compared with other courts, Orange’s disposition times, which rely on electronic filing,
appear to be quite good.
Based on its experiences with electronic filing, the Superior Court of Orange County has also
made some preliminary estimates of the potential cost savings from e-filing. It estimates that
because electronically filed documents require less time to file than paper documents, the labor
savings approximate $2 per document filed. In addition, the court estimates that it saves
approximately an additional $1.50 per document from using electronic records because of labor
savings, reduced filing supplies (e.g., file jackets), reduction in physical records space, reduction
in repair and maintenance associated with movable shelves, etc. The savings from e-filing and
use of e-records will vary among the courts. But assuming cost savings similar to those in
Orange can be achieved, shifting to the e-filing of documents, including requests for entry of
default and default judgments, should save money.
X.

Best Practices in Other States

Staff were unable to identify recognized best practices used in other states for processing filings
related to the default prove up process in collections cases. Data were unavailable on the number
of collections cases in other states that are disposed of by a default judgment. An additional
obstacle to comparing the default prove up processes in collections cases in different states is
that not all states define a collections case as it is defined in California’s Government Code
section 68526(d)(1) and in rule 3.740. 10 Through the National Center for State Courts (NCSC),
limited data were available on the number of seller-plaintiff cases 11 as a percentage of the total
civil caseload. The percentage of the total civil caseload that were seller-plaintiff cases in the 10
states for which data were available ranged from 0.2 percent in North Carolina to 62 percent in
Kansas.
New resources would be needed for the Judicial Council to gather further information on best
practices used in other states for processing filings related to the default prove up process in
collections cases. Though there is a lack of data currently, a research team at Harvard Law
School is gathering data on a related subject: Phase I of a two-part investigation by the
researchers includes an effort to identify the nature of consumer (particularly credit card) debt
collection litigation occurring in the state courts. The research team is seeking answers from as
many court systems as possible to a series of questions, including the following:
•

How many debt collection lawsuits were filed in this court system per year in, say, the
period from 2010 to 2012?

10

Both define ”collections case” as an action for recovery of money owed in a sum stated to be certain that is not
more than $25,000, exclusive of interest and attorney fees, arising from a transaction in which property, services, or
money were acquired on credit. The term collections case does not include an action seeking tort damages, punitive
damages, recovery of real property or personal property, a prejudgment writ of attachment, or any action filed
pursuant to the Family Code.

11

This term is defined as “[c]ontract cases in which the plaintiff/seller brings suit against a buyer of goods or
services for failure to pay for said goods or services as promised in an expressed or implied contract.”
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•

To the extent discernible, how many such lawsuits were filed by debt buyers as opposed
to original credit issuers?

•

In what fraction of these suits was the defendant represented by counsel? In what
fraction did the defendant receive some form of unbundled legal assistance (e.g.,
representation via a “lawyer for the day” program)?

•

In each year in this court system, in what percentage of these lawsuits were default
judgments issued?

•

Does the court system have any procedural safeguards that apply to debt collection
lawsuits, particularly those filed by debt buyers?

•

What are the budgeting arrangements for each court system? In particular, are filing fees
retained by the judiciary, either by explicit legal arrangement or implicit understanding?
Are court budgets allocated according to caseloads?

Staff will obtain the final study report from Harvard Law School when completed and provide it
to the Collections Cases Working Group for consideration. In addition, the working group will
review checklists for processing requests for entry of default that were identified in the survey
and have been provided by California courts. Staff anticipates that collaborative efforts like the
Collections Cases Working Group will continue to identify efficiencies and improve procedures
for the courts and those who rely on them.
Attachments

1. Survey of Courts
2. Court checklists on default process
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Survey of Courts to Comply with Government Code Section 68526

Government Code section 68526* requires the Judicial Council to conduct an analysis of the costs incurred by trial courts related to the default
prove up process in collections cases (which are defined below and include open book accounts, common counts, installment contracts, credit card
agreements, and similar cases) and to report to the Legislature on the different methods trial courts use in processing filings related to the default
prove up process, as well as the revenue generated by these filings. The legislation also requires the Judicial Council to compare the processes
used by trial courts in filings related to the default prove up process to best practices used in other states, including, but not limited to, the use of
electronic filing and to include this in the report, which is due on September 30, 2013.
Definitions: For purposes of the statute and this survey, the following definitions apply:
“Collections case” means an action for recovery of money owed in a sum stated to be certain that is not more than twentyfive thousand dollars
($25,000), exclusive of interest and attorney’s fees, arising from a transaction in which property, services, or money were acquired on credit.
“Collections case” does not include an action seeking tort damages, punitive damages, recovery of real property or personal property, a
prejudgment writ of attachment, or any action filed pursuant to the Family Code.
“Default prove up process” means a request for entry of default filed pursuant to Section 585 of the Code of Civil Procedure in a collections case.
Please use these definitions, which are set out in Government Code section 68526, when responding to survey questions. To comply with the
requirements imposed bythe statute, each superior court is asked to respond to the survey below by Monday, July 8, 2013.
The survey is divided into three sections, described below, to help you identify the appropriate person to respond to each. In some courts, one
person may be the appropriate person to respond to all three sections. While completing the survey, the person responding will be able to choose
only the section or sections to which that person will respond.
Section 1 concerns procedures for processing collections cases. This section is directed to a person knowledgeable about civil division operations
and staff.
Section 2 concerns legal staff time and judicial officer time spent processing collections cases. This section is directed to a person knowledgeable
about legal research staff and judicial officer responsibilities and time.
Section 3 concerns filings and dispositions of collections cases, including the percent disposed of through a default judgment. This section is
directed to a person knowledgeable about court case statistics.
*

Added by Stats. 2010, ch. 720 (SB 857), sec. 14; amended by Stats. 2011, ch. 193 (AB 110), sec. 1.

1. How would you like to begin the survey?
j Go to Section 1.
k
l
m
n
j Go to Section 2 (skip Section 1).
k
l
m
n
j Go to Section 3 (skip Sections 1 and 2).
k
l
m
n
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Survey of Courts to Comply with Government Code Section 68526
Section 1
To be completed by a person knowledgeable about civil division operations and staff.
Government Code section 68526 requires the Judicial Council to report on “the different methods trial courts use in processing filings
related to the default prove up process[.]” The questions directly below are designed to elicit this information.

2. Describe how a request for entry of default under Code of Civil Procedure section 585 in
a collections case is processed by your court.
5
6

3. Describe how a request for default judgment under Code of Civil Procedure section 585
in a collections case is processed by your court.
5
6

4. In determining whether there is reason to reject a request for entry of default and default
judgment, are all the documents submitted in support of default reviewed to identify all
reasons for rejection?
j Yes
k
l
m
n
j No
k
l
m
n

5. Does your court have a checklist or guide to assist with the default process that is used
by either court staff or the public?
j Yes
k
l
m
n
j No
k
l
m
n
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Survey of Courts to Comply with Government Code Section 68526

Government Code section 68526 requires the Judicial Council to “compare the processes used by [California] trial courts in filings related to
the default prove up process to best practices in other states, including the use of electronic filing.”

6. Does your court offer electronic filing of a request for entry of default and a default
judgment?
j Yes
k
l
m
n
j No
k
l
m
n
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Survey of Courts to Comply with Government Code Section 68526

7. Estimate what percentage of requests for entry of default and a default judgment are
filed electronically?
j 0 to 20%
k
l
m
n
j 21 to 50%
k
l
m
n
j More than 50%
k
l
m
n

8. What is the average time (in calendar days) from the filing of a request for entry of
default and default judgment until a default judgment is entered?
Number of calendar days:

9. If a request for entry of default and default judgment is rejected for noncompliance with
statutory and rule requirements, what is the average time (in calendar days) from the filing
of the request until the rejection notice or letter is served by the court?
Number of calendar days:
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Survey of Courts to Comply with Government Code Section 68526
Thank you for completing Section 1.
10. How you would you like to proceed?
j Go to Section 2, which concerns legal staff time and judicial officer time spent processing collections cases. This section is to be
k
l
m
n
completed by a person knowledgeable about legal research staff and judicial officer responsibilities and time.

j Skip Section 2 and go to Section 3, which concerns filings and dispositions of collections cases, including the percent disposed of through
k
l
m
n
a default judgment. This section is to be completed by a person knowledgeable about court case statistics.

j Skip Sections 2 and 3.
k
l
m
n
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Survey of Courts to Comply with Government Code Section 68526
Section 2
To be completed by a person knowledgeable about legal research staff and judicial officer responsibilities
and time.
You will be asked to estimate the number of specific categories of court staff involved in handling various aspects of
collection cases. The estimate should be given in terms of fulltime equivalent (FTE) rather than a count of individual
persons. Examples: a person working full time has an FTE of 1.0; a person working 20 hours per week of a 40hour work
week has an FTE of 0.5.

11. In your best estimate, how many court staff FTEs handled the processing of collection
cases during fiscal year 201213? Please provide your estimates in the following
assignment categories:
Clerk's office staff
Legal and paralegal staff
Courtroom staff
Other nonjudicial staff

12. What percent of total staff time (of the staff listed above) spent processing collection
cases goes to the default prove up process?
13. In your best estimate, please specify the FTE number and type of judicial officers who
handled the processing of collections cases during fiscal year 201213:
Judges
Subordinate judicial officers

14. What percent of total judicial time spent processing collection cases goes to the
default prove up process?
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Survey of Courts to Comply with Government Code Section 68526
Thank you for completing Section 2.
15. The final section, Section 3, concerns filings and dispositions of collections cases,
including the percent disposed of through a default judgment. This section is to be
completed by a person knowledgeable about court case statistics.
How would you like to proceed?
j Go to Section 3.
k
l
m
n
j Skip Section 3.
k
l
m
n
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Survey of Courts to Comply with Government Code Section 68526
Section 3
To be completed by a person knowledgeable about court case statistics.

16. Filings data on civil limited cases reported by the court allows us to estimate the
number of collections cases filed in your court in fiscal year 20112012. Please view the
number for your court in the attachment to the email concerning this survey. Please
confirm that this is correct or, if not, provide the number of cases.
j Correct
k
l
m
n
j Incorrect
k
l
m
n
If incorrect, please provide the correct number of collections cases.

17. What percentage of collections cases filed in your court are disposed of through a
default judgment under Code of Civil Procedure section 585 (clerk’s or court judgment)?
18. What is your best estimate of the relative percentage of requests for default and default
judgment in collections cases according to the two categories below? Please enter the
percentages. (Note: The percentages should total to 100%.)
Clerk’s judgments (Subdivision (a) of Code of Civil Procedure section
585):
Court judgments (Subdivision (c) of Code of Civil Procedure section
585):

19. Does the court conduct hearings in cases seeking a court default judgment?
j Yes
k
l
m
n
j No
k
l
m
n
Please explain.

5
6
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Survey of Courts to Comply with Government Code Section 68526
Contact Information
20. So that Administrative Office of the Courts staff may contact you if there are questions
about your responses on behalf of the court, please provide your name and contact
information. No one will be identified in the report.
Name:
Court:
Title:
Email Address:
Phone Number:
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PROCEDURE FOR ENTRY OF DEFAULT
SUPERIOR COURT OF MENDOCINO COUNTY

502.06

Procedure for Entry of Default
The clerk will not enter a defendant(s)’ default automatically. The plaintiff must
apply to the court clerk in order to have default entered in accordance with the
following:
Verify time requirements. The request for entry of default must be filed within 10
days after expiration of the time for service of a responsive pleading unless an
extension of time bas been granted. Follow local court policy regarding the
timeliness of receiving the plaintiffs request for entry of default;
Verify submitted documents or more commonly referred to as the “default
packet.” The application for entry of default normally consists of:
1)

Request to enter default;

2)

Proof of service of summons and complaint or proof of notice after order
fixing time for further response after hearing on a motion;

3)

If applicable – proof of service of statement of nature and amount of
damages [see CCP 425.11(d)(1) Personal injury or wrongful death actions].
Similar statements of damages may also be necessary in limited civil injury
actions, actions seeking punitive damages and accounting actions;

4)

Declaration of non-military – required if judgment is being sought.
However, a declaration of non-military is not required for entry of default
only. [InterinsuranceExchange of Auto. Club of So. Calif v. Collins (1994)
30 CA4th1445. 1447, 37 CR2d 126,127]

Forms Adopted for Mandatory Use by Judicial Council of California:
CIV-100
POS-010
CTV-050

Request for Entry of Default
Proof of Service of Summons
Statement of Damages

Verify the Request for Entry of Default form for type of request that is being made
to the clerk. The form is a ‘‘multi-purpose form.” It can be used simply to request
entry of a defendant’s default or it can also be used to obtain a clerk’s default
judgment or to request a default judgment hearing by the court. When the form is
used solely to obtain entry of a clerk’s default the following requirements apply:

PROCEDURE FOR ENTRY OF DEFAULT
SUPERIOR COURT OF MENDOCINO COUNTY

1)

Request to clerk: The form asks the clerk to enter default of the
defendant(s) named in the complaint or cross-complaint. Make certain the
appropriate box is marked, which constitutes the term “written application”
for entry of default – see CCP §585(a), (b). (c);

2)

Verify for completeness of the form: If at all possible, process the entry of
default even if the judgment packet incomplete. The plaintiff would want
the default entered to avoid an answer or other response filed while they are
making the required corrections. Of course, if the request to enter default is
incorrect, you will reject it with notations and with the other submitted
documents;

3)

Verify defendant(s) is named as sued and served on the request for
entry of default: Make sure the name(s) on the summons, complaint and
proof of service match exactly. If the defendant is named incorrectly in the
complaint, the plaintiff will have to correct the complaint before they
proceed seeking an entry of default;

4)

Verify if defendant(s) was sued and served as a “Doe” defendant:
The complaint should be amended to show the true name of the person
served before applying for a default;
•
•
•

•
•
•

5)

Is there good service? Check any previous proof of service on file.
Is the time to answer or otherwise respond passed? Remember 30 days
personal service, 40 days sub-service.
Has an answer or other appropriate response been filed? If yes, return
the request for default and any other supporting documents with
notation.
Has a motion been filed that prevents default? If yes, return the request
for default and any other supporting documents with notation.
Has a bankruptcy been filed? If yes, return the request for default and
any other supporting documents with notation.
Has default been entered previously? If yes, then treat as a
supplemental request updating the information.

Verify venue declaration: See paragraph “5” on the form. No default may
be entered without a declaration showing whether the action is based on
certain consumer contracts having special venue provisions. Verify the
complaint was filed in the proper court jurisdiction.

PROCEDURE FOR ENTRY OF DEFAULT
SUPERIOR COURT OF MENDOCINO COUNTY

6)

Verify mailing declaration: Verify that a copy of the application for entry
of default was mailed to defendant(s) or defendant(s)’ attorney at his or her
last known address. If address is unknown, verify proper box is marked on
the request for default form – see CCP §587;
Note: There is no length of notice required. The notice is sufficient if mailed
before the request for default was filed.

7)

Verify the need for a “Statement of damages” in injury type actions:
Pursuant to CCP §425.11, (nature of the action is for personal injury or
wrongful death) proof of service must accompany any request for entry of
default to assure that defendant(s) was served a notice of their potential
liability in personal injury/wrongful death actions prior to entry of default.
Note: Method of service must be served in the same manner as a summons.

Clerk’s Entry of Default – Pursuant to CCP §585(a). (b), (c) and receipt of the
documentation noted above from the plaintiff, a clerk is under a mandatory duty
to enter default:
1)

Entry of default – check mark the appropriate box on the plaintiffs request
for entry of default, signing and date the form.

2)

Reject an application for entry of default if:
•
•
•

Form incomplete;
Fails to show the defendant(s) was properly given notice of the
default; or
There is an answer/response on file.

Note: Entry of default is the first step towards a default judgment.
Effect of Default Entry – Once the clerk has entered default, the defendant’s right
to appear in the action thereafter is cut off. The only motion that the defendant can
file is a motion to be relieved from default under CCP §473. Generally, the court
has no authority to consider any other pleading or motion.

CIVIL DEFAULT JUDGMENT PACKAGES – PROCESSING INSTRUCTIONS
SUPERIOR COURT OF PLUMAS COUNTY

8/6/2012
Effective immediately, the turn-around time for processing all civil (including small claims, family law,
probate and UD cases) requests for default, default judgments, other judgments, writs of execution,
abstracts of judgment and renewals of judgment is a minimum of 24 hours. (If the file is in storage or in a
judge’s office it could be longer)
These cannot be processed properly unless the documents are carefully reviewed for completeness and
accuracy. The file must be pulled and specific facts (i.e. proof of service, judgment entered, amount of
judgment) are confirmed.
Before copies can be returned to counsel or parties, the documents must be checked by a supervisor.

Instructions on how to process default judgment, see below.

CIVIL DEFAULT JUDGMENT PACKAGES
Processing Instructions
REQUIRED DOCUMENTS:
 Request for Entry of Default (Form 982(a)(6))
 Request for Clerk’s or Court Judgment (Form 982(a)(6))
 Request for Dismissal (Form 982(a)(5))
 Declaration setting forth interest computation and attorney’s fees (pleading)
 Judgment (Form JUD-100)
DO THIS:
____ Pull file jacket
PROCESSING:
 Request for Entry of Default (Form 982(a)(6))
 Caveat: Sometimes default will have already been entered. If so, only the Judgment
boxes will be checked)
DO THIS:
____ See separate instructions for entering Defaults
____ If needed, reference Civil Defaults & Default Judgment binder in Office
Library
____

If party is requesting the default be taken and a clerk or court judgment entered
but did not provide the judgment for the clerk/judicial officer to sign, take the
default if appropriate and on the form write NOT PROVIDED in the caption
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CIVIL DEFAULT JUDGMENT PACKAGES – PROCESSING INSTRUCTIONS
SUPERIOR COURT OF PLUMAS COUNTY

underneath Clerk's Judgment
NOT PROVIDED

____ Return conformed copies to submitting party.
PROCESSING:
 Request for Clerk’s or Court Judgment (Form 982(a)(6))
 Caveat: Clerk’s can only enter judgment on cases where the dollar figure is fixed.
Reference Civil Default and Default Judgment binder in Office Library if unsure about
entering the Judgment.
CHECK:
____ Submitted on current Judicial Council form
____ Original signatures
____ Default has been entered
Look at #1a on Request for Clerk’s or Court Judgment – check Document Screen
in Sustain to verify default has been previously taken for party listed.

Check for default of
named party

____ All appropriate boxes are completed on the Request for Clerk's or Court
Judgment
____ #1 b or c
____ All of Number 2

____ All of #5 #6 #7 & #8 on back of form
DO THIS:
____ File in Request for Clerk's or Court Judgment if completed correctly. Conform
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CIVIL DEFAULT JUDGMENT PACKAGES – PROCESSING INSTRUCTIONS
SUPERIOR COURT OF PLUMAS COUNTY

copies.
____ If a default is also being requested with the same form and the default
cannot be taken, reject it - do not file it in
____ Limited Civil cases: Make entry into Document screen in CMS:
PROCESSING:
 Request for Dismissal (Form 982(a)(5))
 Caveat: These instructions are for dismissing DOES only.
CHECK:
____ Submitted on current Judicial Council form
____ Original signatures
____ 1 a (1) or (2) completed

____ 1 b (1) & b (6) completed, stating dismissal is for DOES

____ Dated & Signed

DO THIS:
____ Complete bottom of Request for Dismissal
Stamp Date rcvd

Stamp today’s date

Stamp today’s date
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CEO name

Sign your name

CIVIL DEFAULT JUDGMENT PACKAGES – PROCESSING INSTRUCTIONS
SUPERIOR COURT OF PLUMAS COUNTY

____ File stamp with date Dismissal was received. Conform copies.
____ Limited Civil cases: Make entry into Document screen:

PROCESSING:
 Declaration setting forth interest computation and attorney’s fees (pleading)
CHECK:
____ Original signatures
____ If the party is asking for prejudgment interest (box 2c), the party must provide a
declaration signed under penalty of perjury which sets forth the figures
and calculations the party used in reaching the interest amount
____ Verify that a declaration contains the interest computation
_____ If the party is requesting Attorney Fees, a declaration must be provided stating
attorney fees are requested.
____ Verify that a declaration contains a request for attorney fees
DO THIS:
____ File and conform all declarations
 Caveat: Sometimes an Order is attached to a declaration (e.g.: copies
instead of originals needs an order). If an order is attached, must be sent to
judicial officer for signature before filing.
____ Limited Civil cases: Make entry into Document screen in CMS:

PROCESSING:
 Judgment (Form JUD-100)
CHECK:
____ All appropriate boxes are completed on the Judgment

____ Number 1 d or e
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CIVIL DEFAULT JUDGMENT PACKAGES – PROCESSING INSTRUCTIONS
SUPERIOR COURT OF PLUMAS COUNTY

____ Number 5

____ Number 6
____ Verify amounts listed in Number 6 against the prayer of the complaint, the
Request for Clerk’s or Court Judgment, and the declaration for interest &
attorney fees. All amounts should match.

DO THIS:

____ Clerk’s Default Judgment
_____ Date, CEO stamp, and sign the original judgment, conform copies
_____ File and conform judgment

Date Judgment Rcvd

CEO name

Your signature

____ In Sustain, case screen - enter the disposition code and disposition date (date
Clerk's Judgment filed).
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CIVIL DEFAULT JUDGMENT PACKAGES – PROCESSING INSTRUCTIONS
SUPERIOR COURT OF PLUMAS COUNTY

____ Limited Civil cases: Make entry into Document screen in CMS:
____ Original Clerk's Judgment to file
____ In Sustain, scheduled events - check to see if any upcoming events can be
deleted (except Law & Motion hearings)
____ Only if the Clerk's Judgment is for all defendants
____ Court Default Judgment
____ Place signature tag on Judgment
____ Place in Judicial Officer’s signature stamp

Yellow signature tag

____ Send all conformed copies & s.a.s.e. with file to Judicial Officer. Cal clerk
will conform Judgment, then send back all copies.
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JUDGMENT CHECKLIST – DEFAULT BY CLERK
SHASTA COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT
Case Number ______________
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Submit an original Proof of Service for all defendants to be defaulted (JC form #POS010)
a.
The defendant’s name, including “a.k.a.’s” must match the names on the
complaint.
b.
The name and title of the person authorized to accept service on behalf of a
business/entity must be indicated on the proof of service.
c.
The Declaration of Due Diligence for substituted service must be in the file.
Submit a Request for Dismissal of “Doe” defendants, if “Does” are listed on the
complaint (JC form #CIV-110)
Submit a Request for Entry of Default (/Application to Enter Default )(JC form #CIV100)
a.
The time to answer must have expired before default can be entered.
b.
The names of the plaintiff(s) and defendant(s), including “a.k.a.’s” must match
the names on the complaint.
c.
The Declaration of Mailing must be complete
d.
The Declaration of Military Status must be dated within six months of filing
the Request for Entry of Default.
e.
All defendants named on the judgment have been defaulted before judgment
can be entered.
f.
All defendants not named on the judgment have been dismissed.
Submit a Memorandum of Costs (JC form #MC-010 or CIV-100)
a.
Evidence must be submitted to support all fees requested.
b.
Service fees for dismissed defendants cannot be included.
c.
For assigned debts of $5000 and under (business) or $7500 and under
(individual): submit a declaration stating that a demand letter was mailed to the
defendant, notifying them that they are liable for court costs. (CCP Section 1033)
Interest claimed on judgment:
a.
If interest is included on the judgment, a declaration must be submitted
indicating the rate of interest, dates used in the calculation, and total amount
requested.
b.
If the interest rate is higher than the legal rate, the contract or disclosure
statement must allow for interest in excess of the legal rate. Need the original
contract or a Declaration and separate Order for the Court to accept copies in lieu
of the original.
Attorney Fees claimed on judgment:
a.
Attorney fees claimed on the judgment must comply with CCP Section 1717,
et seq.
b.
If attorney fees are based on a written agreement, the contract or disclosure
statement must allow for the fees.
If the judgment is based on an Open Book Account:
a.
Submit a declaration that states, “No written agreement exists.”
b.
Submit a ledger or the most recent invoice showing the amount due.
c.
Late fees are not allowed.
If there is a written Agreement:
a.
Submit the original contract or a copy of the contract with a declaration stating
why the original contract cannot be submitted. CRC Rule 3.1806.
b.
If the disclosure statement is submitted alone, the required activation
language, “Use of your card constitutes acceptance of the terms and conditions of
this statement,” must exist in the disclosure statement.
c.
A waiver of security interest must be submitted if the contract indicated a
collateral or security clause involving personal property.

